When you have a better idea you grow a successful business. That’s exactly what happened to Fontaine Fifth Wheel when the first No-Slack® lock was introduced to the market in 1970. As demand grew for our products the business expanded worldwide.

The keys to our growth are leveraging our superior technology and providing world-class customer support. It must be working. Today, Fontaine Fifth Wheel is recognized as a global leader in the industry and the largest fifth wheel manufacturer in North America.

Fontaine Parts Connection was established to focus on the parts and service side of our business. Our number one goal is to make sure our customers get the parts and service they need... when they need them... where they need them.

As we move forward Fontaine Parts Connection customers will continue to benefit from exciting technologies that make Fontaine very easy to do business with. Our goal is to give our customers a meaningful advantage in the marketplace with up-to-date training, superior parts and unmatched service.